
 

BREAKING NEWS 

Marilyn Monroe’s Grave Marker Sells for $212,500 

at Julien’s Auctions Today 

A Rare and Important Marilyn Monroe Dress Also Sells 

 

The Mystique of the Screen Icon Remains Extraordinary as Bidders from Around the Globe Bid High 

and Often on Significant Items of Marilyn Monroe’s Collection 

Beverly Hills, California – (June 27, 2015) – Today at Julien’s Auctions in 

Beverly Hills, items from the highly anticipated Hollywood Legends auction proved to 
be irresistible especially when it came to that of the legend of Marilyn Monroe. 
Originally estimated to sell between $2,000-$4,000 dollars, the Marilyn Monroe grave 

marker from Westwood Village Memorial Park Cemetery in Los Angeles sold for 
$212,500. Monroe’s legendary status among Hollywood elite did not disappoint 
throughout the auction, with other highlights including the dress worn by Monroe in her 
final film, “Something’s Gotta Give” (20th C. 1962), which sold for $348,000, a Hugh 
Hefner signed premiere issue of Playboy Magazine featuring Marilyn Monroe on the 
cover which sold for $87,500, a Marilyn Monroe inscribed drawing of a nude woman 
which sold for $75,000 and an original Jack Cardiff photographs of Marilyn Monroe 
which sold for $37,500, among many other items associated with Monroe. 
 

Other highlights of the two-day auction included the Marino Marini bronze sculpture 
owned by Sid Caesar which sold for $252,000, Her Royal Highness Princess Diana’s 
Versace Portrait Gown and Magazine sold for $192,000, Marlon Brando’s 1960 Harley-
Davidson Motorcycle sold for $256,000 , Florence Caesar’s Diamond Necklace sold for 
$56,700 and a Production Archive from Desilu Productions from Star Trek: The Original 
Series sold for $68,750 over the two days of bidding taking place on-site at Julien’s 
Auctions Beverly Hills gallery, on the phone and online. 
 



Hi res images of the items are available upon request.  Results will be posted online soon.  
 

ABOUT JULIEN’S AUCTIONS: 

With expertise specializing in entertainment memorabilia, Julien’s Auctions has quickly established itself as the 
premier auction house in high profile celebrity sports and entertainment auctions.  Julien’s Auctions presents 
exciting, professionally managed and extremely successful auctions with full color high quality auction catalogues 
unlike any other auction company.  Previous auctions include the collections of Cher, Michael Jackson, U2, Barbara 
Streisand, the estate of Marilyn Monroe, Bob Hope, Les Paul and many more. Official website 
is www.juliensauctions.com. 
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